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Native Outlawz
NOW, it’s a masterpiece!!
Click on the link for more of his amazing artwork...
https://www.facebook.com/thundercloudphotography/

Last List of Scholarships with Feb 1-15 Dealines
Roadway Worker Memorial Scholarship
Robert B. B. and Josephine N. Moorman Scholarship
Robert Lewis Baker Memorial Scholarship

$10,000 02/15/2

$2,000 02/10/2
Varies

02/01/2

Rocky Mountain Biological Lab REU Awards

$5,750 02/15/2

Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Engineering/Geology Scholarship

$5,500 02/01/2

Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation Scholars Program

$10,000 02/07/2

Ruth K. Jacobs Memorial Scholarship

Varies

02/01/2

SAE-CES Pre-Dissertation Research Fellowship

$5,000 02/15/2

Saint Therese Youth Volunteer Scholarship

$2,000 02/03/2

Samuel Fletcher Tapman ASCE Student Chapter Scholarship
SBB Research Group STEM Scholarship
SCAD Challenge 2-D Scholarship Competition

Varies

02/08/2

$2,500 02/28/2
Varies

02/15/2

SCAD Challenge Animation Scholarship Competition

$4,000 02/15/2

SCAD Challenge Fashion Design Scholarship Competition

$4,000 02/15/2

SCAD Challenge Film Scholarship Competition

$4,000 02/15/2

SCAD Challenge Photography Scholarship Competition

$4,000 02/15/2

SCAD Challenge Writing Scholarship Competition

$4,000 02/15/2

Scholarships for Lutheran Laywomen

$2,000 02/15/2

SME Education Foundation Scholarships

Varies

Society of Actuaries Hickman Scholar Program

$80,000 02/14/2

Society of Women Engineers - Lehigh Valley Section

02/01/2

$5,000 02/02/2

Society of Women Engineers (SWE) Scholarship Program

Varies

02/14/2

Society of Women Engineers Sophomore-Graduate Scholarships

Varies

02/14/2

SOD Pearl Anna Neal Scholarship

Varies

02/07/2

Soderquist Graduate Fellowship

Varies

02/01/2

Southern California Mothers of Multiples Clubs, Inc. (SCMOMC) Scholarship

$1,500 02/02/2

Stephen Rice Memorial Fund Scholarship for GLBT Media

$2,500 02/15/2

Steve Wagner Scholarship

Varies

02/15/2

SWSIS Scholarships for Women Studying Information Security

$10,000 02/01/2

The Arthur L Salmon Law Scholarship: Promoting Diversity in Law

$5,000 02/05/2

The Connor Group Kids & Community Partners Scholarship

$5,000 02/15/2

The Doyle Foundation, Inc. Scholarship
Varies
02/01/2021
The Edward G. and Helen A. Borgen Elementary and Secondary
$1,500 02/15/2021
Teacher Education Scholarships
The George Snow High School Scholarship

Varies

02/01/2021

The Guthrie-Koch PKU Scholarship

Varies

02/15/2021

The Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation
The Hispanic Scholarship Fund Scholarship
The Jackie Robinson Foundation
The Joseph Branch Stem Award: Promoting Diversity in STEM

$30,000 02/02/2021
$5,000 02/15/2021
$30,000 02/01/2021
$5,000 02/05/2021

The Leo W. and Alberta V. Thomas Utz Scholarship

$16,000 02/15/2021

The Lucinda Beneventi Findley History Scholarship

$2,000 02/15/2021

The Pinnacol Foundation College Scholarship Program
The Ralph Carter Art Scholarship: Promoting Diversity in the
Arts

$4,700 02/15/2021

The Roothbert Fund Scholarships

$5,000 02/05/2021
Varies

02/01/2021

The Yellow Papers Scholarship

$1,000 02/01/2021

TMCF Lowe's Scholarship

$7,500 02/03/2021

Triangle Scholar-Leader Scholarship

$5,000 02/01/2021

Tschudy Family Scholarship

Varies

02/15/2021

Tupelo Elvis Fan Club Scholarship

Varies

02/14/2021

TX & SW Cattle Raisers Foundation Scholarships
UCB Family Epilepsy Scholarship
University of Michigan Alumni Club of Saginaw Scholarship
University of Michigan Bell Scholarship
University of Rochester Youth Orchestra Scholarship

$1,000 02/08/2021
$10,000 02/15/2021
Varies

02/15/2021

$20,000 02/01/2021
Varies

02/15/2021

University of the West Lotus Scholarship

$10,000 02/15/2021

USC Upstate Valedictorian Scholarship

$10,000 02/01/2021

UTC Westbrook Scholarship

$14,000 02/15/2021

Vermont Police Association Scholarships

Varies

02/12/2021

Vincent and Catherine Sansalone Scholarship

Varies

02/01/2021

VSA International Young Soloists Award

$2,000 02/08/2021

W.W. Allen Boys & Girls Club Program

$60,000 02/15/2021

WACE National Co-op Scholarship Program
Washington HECB American Indian Endowed Scholarship
Washington Media Scholars Foundation Media Plan Case
Competition
Watson-Brown Foundation Scholarships

Varies

02/15/2021

$2,000 02/01/2021
$18,500 02/01/2021
Varies

02/15/2021

Western Michigan University Foundation Scholarship

$60,00002/15/2021

WHOI Summer Student Fellowship Program

Varies 02/05/2021

William Robert Findley Graduate Chemistry Scholarship

$2,000 02/15/2021

William Woods University Amy Shelton McNutt Scholarship

Varies 02/15/2021

WMU Foundation Scholarships

Varies 02/01/2021

Women Giving to Women Scholarship

Varies 02/15/2021

WPS Foundation College Scholarships

$1,000 02/01/2021

Y. C. Yang Civil Engineering Scholarship

Varies 02/10/2021

distinctlymontana.com
Chief Mountain: Glacier's Sacred Peak
White people first ascended the peak in 1892 when a team (including a Blackfoot man)
assembled by Henry Stimson managed to make the peak. But when they reached the peak they
found many offerings previously left by Natives, including buffalo skulls. Since

See Great Photo Hunt https://nevadamagazine.com/issue/winter-2021/16241/
Actually the whole issue is pretty spectacular
Take the Road Less Traveled

“I go down every road there is, just to see what’s around the bend.” –From “Around the Bend”
by blues guitarist Joe Bonamassa “Take the road less traveled” is a familiar slogan, but I doubt
that it fits anywhere better than the state of Nevada. It could easily be said that “real Nevada
starts where the pavement ends.” With thousands of backcountry roads to explore, Nevada
travelers could easily never stop searching to find out what spectacular sight is waiting around
the bend. ... read more

Plans to shrink Gold Butte monument never realized
A recommendation by the Trump administration to reduce the boundary of Gold Butte National
Monument in Nevada was never implemented.

How Native Artisans in Alaska Bring Innovation and Humor to Their Craft
In Indigenous communities along the coast, a lively artistic movement plays with tradition
Photographs by Fernando Decillis; Text by Kimberly R. Fulton Orozco
SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE | January/February 2021
Among the indigenous nations of Southeast Alaska, there is a concept known in Haida as Íitl’
Kuníisii—a timeless call to live in a way that not only honors one’s ancestors but takes care to be
responsible to future generations.
The traditional arts of the Haida, Tlingit and Tsimshian people are integral to that bond, honoring
families, clans, and animal and supernatural beings, and telling oral histories through totem
poles, ceremonial clothing and blankets, hand-carved household items and other objects. In
recent decades, native artisans have revived practices that stretch back thousands of years, part of
a larger movement to counter threats to their cultural sovereignty and resist estrangement from
their heritage.
They use materials found in the Pacific rainforest and along the coast: red cedar, yellow cedar,
spruce roots, seashells, animal skins, wool, horns, rock. They have become master printmakers,
producing bold-colored figurative designs in the distinctive style known as “formline,” which
prescribes the placement of lines, shapes and colors. Formline is a visual language of balance,
movement, storytelling, ceremony, legacy and legend, and through it, these artisans bring the
traditions of their rich cultures into the present and ensure their place in the future.

newyorker.com
The Decline of Historical Thinking
For the past decade, history has been declining more rapidly than any other major, even as
more and more students attend college.

Sierra Club Director: The New Pandemic Relief Bill Is a Huge Win for
the Planet

Andy Kroll, Rolling Stone
Excerpt: "The $900-billion deal contains $35 billion for renewable energies and calls for
cutting greenhouse gases."
READ MORE
How Affordable Green Housing Enhances Cities
By Walker Wells, Principal at Raimi + Associates and Lecturer at UCLA
Housing that is affordable to low-income residents is often substandard and suffering from
deferred maintenance, exposing residents to poor air quality and high energy bills. This situation
can exacerbate asthma and other respiratory health issues, and siphon scarce dollars from higher
value items like more nutritious food, health care, or education. Providing safe, decent,
affordable, and healthy housing is one way to address historic inequities in community
investment. Engaging with affordable housing and other types of community benefit projects is
an important first step toward fully integrating equity into the green building process. In creating
a framework for going deeper on equity, our new book, the Blueprint for Affordable Housing
(Island Press 2020), starts with the Convention on Human Rights and the fundamental right to
housing.
******************************************************************************
Date And Time- Wed, January 13, 2021
10:00 AM – 1:00 PM MST
For Tribal Entities (federally and non-federally recognized) with an interest in expanding
housing opportunities in their community.
HCD invites Tribal entities to listen and comment on:
•
Proposed HOME NOFA changes implementing AB 1010
•
Expanding access to the HOME program
•
Identifying and expanding housing opportunities and activities that fit tribal housing
needs
•
Overcoming barriers in tribal housing
h"ps://www.eventbrite.com/e/home-investment-partnerships-program-tribal-listening-session7ckets-134435938511?internal_ref=login

Joshué Manriquez
I’ve shared the below snippet of an autobiography before, but wanted to share again since it
relates with the history of the image.
The autobiography is of Patotze (“Foam”), an elder from the Wada Tuka’a band of Northern
Paiute. In English he was known as Captain Louie.
See More

"On Thursday, MAPS
Media Institute will begin a new series on Montana PBS featuring videos from high school
students across the state."

krtv.com
Browning High School students featured in a new TV series
NewsMontana and Regional News Actions Facebook Tweet Email Browning High School
students featured in a new TV series By: Colter Anstaett Posted at 5:34 PM, Jan 06, 2021 and
last updated 2021-01-06 20:13:58-05 GREAT FALLS — An Emmy award-winning video made
by Browning High School students is achiev...

Abe Blair
I Love the Sierra

First sunset of the new year! I watched these clouds build up slowly all day. Took a quick drive
up to Donner Pass and threw the snowshoes on. 15 minutes hike presented me with this super
cool snowy fall away foreground and a perfect reflection on Donner Lake. "Day 1 Sunset"

Greta Thunberg at 18: 'I'm Not Telling Anyone What to Do'
By Haroon Siddique, Guardian UK
03 January 21
Environmental activist says she has stopped buying new clothes but will not criticise those who
fly or have children
reta Thunberg says she has stopped buying new clothes but does not sit in judgment on
others whose lifestyle choices are less environmentally friendly than her own, in an interview to
mark her 18th birthday.

Thunberg, whose solo school strike in 2018 snowballed into a global youth movement, stopped
flying several years ago, travelling instead by boat. She is vegan and said she had stopped
consuming “things” .
Asked what she thought of celebrities who talk about the climate emergency while flying around
the world, the teenager declined to criticise them, although warned that others might.
“I don’t care,” she told the Sunday Times magazine. “I’m not telling anyone else what to do, but
there is a risk when you are vocal about these things and don’t practise as you preach, then you
will become criticised for that and what you are saying won’t be taken seriously.”
Avoiding long flights is one of the most effective ways individuals can reduce their carbon
emissions but the biggest impact is from not having children, according to studies. Nevertheless
Thunberg was not about to tell people not to procreate. “I don’t think it’s selfish to have
children,” she said. “It is not the people who are the problem, it is our behaviour.”
While her lifestyle is far removed from that of most western teenagers, Thunberg says she does
not feel she is missing out.
On clothes, she said: “The worst-case scenario I guess I’ll buy second-hand, but I don’t need new
clothes. I know people who have clothes, so I would ask them if I could borrow them or if they
have something they don’t need any more. I don’t need to fly to Thailand to be happy. I don’t
need to buy clothes I don’t need, so I don’t see it as a sacrifice.”
Thunberg was famously told to “chill” by Donald Trump but she said her passion and concern
about the environment did not get her down. “I don’t sit and speculate about how the future
might turn out, I see no use in doing that,” she said. “As long as you are doing everything you
can now, you can’t let yourself become depressed or anxious.”
She named her ideal birthday present as a “promise from everyone that they will do everything
they can” for the planet. However, when pressed on a more tangible gift, she opted for
replacement headlights for her bike, explaining: “In Sweden, it gets very dark in the winter.”
*****************************************************************************
Russell TGopher\ ·

I saw a post regarding Greg Greycloud, who got arrested just for singing an honor song at the US
Capital building in protest of the XL pipeline. Yesterday, Trum…
See More

oin us next Wednesday (1/13) at 5:30pm for an event on
the intersection between Environmental Justice and
Reproductive Justice!
PLAN, Great Basin Resource Watch, and Planned Parenthood
Votes Nevada are teaming up to host a virtual film screening of
the documentary on Nevada mining “Tainted Thirst.”
We will follow the screening with a conversation regarding the
intersectionality of our movements and how it applies to 2021
legislative session efforts.
The purpose of this screening is to illustrate the impacts mining
has on the livelihood and health of our communities,
particularly Indigenous communities, due to the proximity of
mines to Indigenous communities and Murdered and Missing
Indigenous Women (MMIW)
"In every age it has been the tyrant, the oppressor and the exploiter who has wrapped himself
in the cloak of patriotism, or religion, or both to deceive and overawe the People.”
—
Eugene V. Debs

Headwaters of the Amargosa: The Amargosa is one of the world’s longest underground
rivers. For 185 miles, it flows largely unseen through parts of southern Nevada and southeastern
California, except where it occasionally surfaces to create ecologically rich oases.

Read more →

